Tuesday, January 18, 2022 Dear Mrs. Bird
by A J Pearce
Emmeline Lake and her best friend Bunty
are doing their bit for the war effort and trying to stay
cheerful, despite the German planes making their nightly raids. Emmy dreams of becoming a Lady War Correspondent, and when she spots a job advertisement in the
newspaper she seizes her chance; but after a rather unfortunate misunderstanding, she finds herself typing
letters for the formidable Henrietta Bird, renowned advice columnist of Woman’s Friend magazine.
Mrs. Bird is very clear: letters
containing any Unpleasantness
must go straight into the bin. But
as Emmy reads the desperate
pleas from women who many
have Gone Too Far with the
wrong man, or can’t bear to let
their children be evacuated, she
begins to secretly write back to
the readers who have poured out
their troubles.

Tuesday, February 15, 2022 The Broken Girls by
Simone St. James
Vermont, 1950. There's a place for the girls whom no one
wants—the troublemakers, the illegitimate, the ones too
smart for their own good. It's called Idlewild Hall, and
local legend says the boarding school is haunted. Four
roommates bond over their whispered fears, their friendship blossoming—until one of them mysteriously disappears....
Vermont, 2014. Twenty years ago, journalist Fiona Sheridan's elder sister’s
body was found in the overgrown fields
near the ruins of Idlewild Hall. And
although her sister’s boyfriend was
tried and convicted of the murder, Fiona can’t stop revisiting the events, unable to shake the feeling that something
was never right about the case.
When Fiona discovers that Idlewild Hall is being restored by an anonymous benefactor, she decides to write
a story about it. But a shocking discovery during renovations links the loss of her sister to secrets that were meant
to stay hidden in the past—and a voice that won’t be
silenced....

Tuesday, March 15, 2022 Where The Crawdads
Sing by
Delia Owens
For years, rumors of the "Marsh Girl" have haunted Barkley
Cove, a quiet town on the North Carolina coast. So in late
1969, when handsome Chase Andrews is
found dead, the locals immediately suspect
Kya Clark, the so-called Marsh Girl. But
Kya is not what they say. Sensitive and
intelligent, she has survived for years alone
in the marsh that she calls home, finding
friends in the gulls and lessons in the sand.
Then the time comes when she yearns to
be touched and loved. When two young
men from town become intrigued by her
wild beauty, Kya opens herself to a new
life--until the unthinkable happens.
Where the Crawdads Sing is at once an exquisite ode to the
natural world, a heartbreaking coming-of-age story, and a
surprising tale of possible murder. Owens reminds us that
we are forever shaped by the children we once were, and
that we are all subject to the beautiful and violent secrets
that nature keeps.
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 The Gown
by Jennifer Robson
London, 1947: Besieged by the harshest winter in living
memory, burdened by onerous shortages and rationing, the
people of postwar Britain are enduring lives of quiet desperation despite their nation’s recent victory. Among them
are Ann Hughes and Miriam Dassin, embroiderers at the
famed Mayfair fashion house of Norman Hartnell. Together they forge an unlikely friendship, but their nascent hopes
for a brighter future are tested when they are chosen for a
once-in-a-lifetime honor: taking part in
the creation of Princess Elizabeth’s
wedding gown.
Toronto, 2016: More than half a century
later, Heather Mackenzie seeks to unravel the mystery of a set of embroidered flowers, a legacy from her
late grandmother. How did her beloved
Nan, a woman who never spoke of her
old life in Britain, come to possess the
priceless embroideries that so closely resemble the motifs
on the stunning gown worn by Queen Elizabeth II at
her wedding almost seventy years before? And what was
her Nan’s connection to the celebrated textile artist and
holocaust survivor Miriam Dassin?

Tuesday, May 17, 2022 Fin and Lady by
Cathleen Schine
It's 1964. Eleven-year-old Fin and his glamorous,
worldly, older half sister, Lady, have just been orphaned, and Lady, whom Fin hasn't seen in six
years, is now his legal guardian and his only hope.
That means Fin is uprooted from a small dairy
farm in rural Connecticut, landing in Greenwich
Village in the middle of the Swinging Sixties. He soon learns that
Lady-giddy, impulsive, and pursued by an ardent and dogged set
of suitors-is as much his responsibility as he is hers.
From a writer the New York
Times has praised as "sparkling,
crisp, clever, deft, hilarious, and
deeply affecting," Cathleen Schine's Fin & Lady is a comic love
story for the ages: an enchanting novel of a brother
and sister who must form their own unconventional family in increasingly unconventional times.
Tuesday, July 19, 2022 7:00 PM ONLY
Eleanor Oliphant Is Completely Fine
By Gail Honeyman

Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles with appropriate social skills
and tends to say exactly what
she’s thinking. Nothing is missing
in her carefully timetabled life of
avoiding social interactions, where
weekends are punctuated by frozen pizza, vodka, and phone chats
with Mummy.
But everything changes when Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and deeply
unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and
Raymond together save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three become the kind of friends who rescue one another
from the lives of isolation they have each been living. And it is Raymond’s big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way to repair her own
profoundly damaged one.

Tuesday, August 16, 2022 Grandma Gatewood’s
Walk by Ben Montgomery
Emma Gatewood told her family she was going
on a walk and left her small Ohio hometown with
a change of clothes and less than two hundred
dollars. The next anybody heard
from her, this genteel, farm-reared,
sixty-seven year old great grandmother had walked 800 miles along
the 2,050-mile Appalachian Trail.
By September 1955 she stood atop
Maine’s Mount Katahdin, sang
“America, the Beautiful,” and proclaimed, “I said I’ll do it, and I’ve
done it.” Driven by a painful marriage, Grandma Gatewood not only
hiked the trail alone, she was the first person—
man or woman—to walk it twice and three times.
At age seventy-one, she hiked the 2,000-mile Oregon Trail. Gatewood became a hiking celebrity,
and appeared on TV with Groucho Marx and Art
Linkletter. The public attention she brought to the
trail was unprecedented. Her vocal criticism of the
lousy, difficult stretches led to bolstered maintenance, and very likely saved the trail from extinction.

Tuesday, September 20, 2022
The Boston Girl by Anita Diamant
Anita Diamant’s “vivid, affectionate portrait of American womanhood” (Los Angeles Times), follows the life
of one woman, Addie Baum, through a period of dramatic change. Addie is The Boston Girl,
the spirited daughter of an immigrant
Jewish family, born in 1900 to parents
who were unprepared for America and
its effect on their three daughters.
Growing up in the North End of Boston, then a teeming multicultural
neighborhood, Addie’s intelligence and
curiosity take her to a world her parents can’t imagine—a world of short
skirts, movies, celebrity culture, and
new opportunities for women. Addie wants to finish high
school and dreams of going to college. She wants a career and to find true love. From the one-room tenement
apartment she shared with her parents and two sisters, to
the library group for girls she joins at a neighborhood
settlement house, to her first, disastrous love affair, to
finding the love of her life, eighty-five-year-old Addie
recounts her adventures with humor and compassion for
the naive girl she once was.

Tuesday, October 18, 2022
The Flight Girls by Noelle Salazar
1941. Audrey Coltrane has always
wanted to fly. It’s why she implored
her father to teach her at the little airfield back home in Texas. It’s why she
signed up to train military pilots in Hawaii when the war in Europe began.
And it’s why she insists she is not interested in any dream-derailing romantic involvements, even with the disarming Lieutenant James Hart, who fast
becomes a friend as treasured as the
women she flies with. Then one fateful
day, she gets caught in the air over
Pearl Harbor just as the bombs begin to fall, and suddenly,
nowhere feels safe.
To make everything she’s lost count for something, Audrey
joins the Women Airforce Service Pilots program. The
bonds she forms with her fellow pilots reignite a spark of
hope in the face of war, and—when James goes missing in
action—give Audrey the strength to cross the front lines and
fight not only for her country, but for the love she holds so
dear.
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Tuesday, November 15, 2022 The Last Time I Was Me
by Cathy Lamb
I wrapped up my grandmother's tea cup collection and my
mother's china, then grabbed a violin I'd hidden way back in
my closet that made me cry, a gold
necklace with a dolphin that my father
gave me two weeks before he died of a
heart attack when I was twelve and, at
midnight, with that moon as bright as
the blazes, I left Chicago. When Jeanne
Stewart stops at The Opera Man's Cafe
in Weltana, Oregon, to eat pancakes for
the first time in twelve years, she has no
idea she's also about to order up a whole
new future. It's been barely a week since
she succumbed to a spectacularly public
nervous breakdown in front of hundreds
of the nation's most important advertising and PR people.
Jeanne certainly had her reasons--her mother's recent death,
the discovery that her boyfriend had been sleeping with a
dozen other women, and the assault charges that resulted
when Jeanne retaliated in a creative way against him, involving condoms and peanut oil. Now, en route to her brother's
house in Portland, Jeanne impulsively decides to spend some
time in picturesque Weltana. Staying at a B&B run by the
eccentric, endearing Rosvita, she meets a circle of quirky
new friends at her court-ordered Anger Management classes.
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